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JAPANESE PEACE TREATY

"A" Comments bv'Embebsk Moscow On Soviet Note Concerninm Japanese Peace Treaty
Embassy Moscow believes that the Soviet Foreign Office felt obliged to
come forth with comment in responee to the draft.Japanese treaty presented
by the US on 29 March. Timing of the Soviet note is largely due to a
desire to place the USSRls' position on record before further developments
occurred, The Embassy corsiders thatthe Soviet demand for a four-power
CFM in June or July mAy'be designed to "keep the CFM pot baiting for propa-.
ganda pusposes" in anticipation of possible failure of the Faris negoti-
ations, Soviet inclusion of this proposal in remarks on the US treaty

.

draft suggests to the Embassy either that a direct approach to the gotern-
ments concerned will be forthcoMing ot that the proposal was.msde Merely
for propaganda

purposes. Omission of Ftance ftom the proposed CFM is con-
sidered noteworthy by the Embassy. Of five'specific proposals concerning
the peace treaty contained in the note, two are devoted to the Japanese

. economy and trade. The Embassy feels that aside from the propaganda
aspects of these proposals, it is also possible that the Kremlin con..
sciously or unconsciously is betraying concern over the economic situ-,
ation of Red China unless traditional Japanese econdmic relationships inAsia are reestablished.-(C SD Mosao4 1938, 9 Mhy 51; C SD Moscow 1942,
10 May 51). COMMENTV Although in the past the USSR has sometimes left
ambiguous whether or not its proposals concerning a CFM on a Japanese
peace treaty included Ftance as a participant, it appears that France has
never been specifically named as a participant by the USSR. On the conp.
trary, the USSR has on several occasions made specifie reference to the -other four powers in this regard; and its latest note indicates the
Soviet attitude that Ftance is not entitled to a major share in prepa-
ration of the peace treaty because it did not formally declare war on
Japan and was not a signatory of the Japanese surrender document. (A
Ftee French representative actually signed the surrender document).

SECTION 1 (SOVIET)

93° EAMMUTEUROFE.-AIBANIA Hexha'Regime Acts Against Resistance. Radio
Athens broadcastriCagble" Wormatioh fram Rome that the Albanian
Government is in fhll control of the Situation in Tirana, although
circumstances are "obscure° in the rural areas where the police and the
army are guarding communications. The police are reported to have made
mass arrests after the exposure of several plots against the government,.
incidents of sabotage and clashes with resistance groups in central
Albania. Communist People's tribunals ate reperted to have meted out
numerous death sentences in Oases of sabotage. In another report a

states that new concentration camps
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have been established
increased:numbers-of
ticker, 10 Mit7 -51;

reports indidate tha
resistance activities
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in Albania since January 1951 to accemmedhte
litical internees most of whom are men: 111 FBIS

CCHEM Other
e Hot Go7ertnent s dealing ruthlessly with

within Albania,

pIIIGARIA. LaiShaag_ss.neatiostSriaStaed A Bulgarian radio broadcast
states that on 21113r. eentenees Of 15 end 10 years respectively were
meted out to Bulgarian Communists Petko Kanin Porter Miniitter of
Industry and Finance, and Manol Sekelarov, also a former Minister of
Industry and Minister of Electrification. Both were alleged to be
°members of Rostov's band° who used their positions to inflict harm on
the Bulgarian-economy. At a Second concurrent trial Ivan Maslarov and
Peter Samerdliet former members of the Party's Central Committee,
received approxiMately similar sentences for Collaborating with Kostair.
Meslarov was also alleged to have been in touch with the Yugoslav
Intelligence Service, (1 Bulgarian Home Service, 10 May 51). COMMENT:
The ex-Ministar defendants were arrested in the sweeping Bulgarian
purge of 1949 whidh began with the fall of Rostov. There still remains
a large reservoir of arrested but as yet untried °Kostovists° from
which the Bulgarian Government can draw 'Victims for sacrifice at the
altar of Soviet exploitation of Bulgaria,

HUNGARY. Paaoaotss_ernmtrIndusNearsCletion4 A recent
statement by Janbe Szabo, Chief of the Hungarian Directorate of Local
Industry, has clarified the activities of that organization, which vas
created in January 1951. Acdording to Szabo, who is also Deputy Minister
of Interior, small and medium Industry as well as craft cooperatives are
being brought together under the control of the Directorate of Local
Induetry, The Szabo statement noted that the formation of additional
craft Cooperatives and the creation of new local plante are being ener-
getically pushed, (R FBIS, 27 Apr-5i).COMMERT: The Htingarian Nationall-
zation' Law of 28 December 1949 extended nationalization to all mannp.
facturing, Mining, foundry and traneport enterprises employing ten or
more people. The newly formed Directorate is apparently to be used to
bring the remaining sectors of Industry under governmental control.;

YUGOSLAVIA. _SseencertedSrev'etiOns Timed for Matay. In
addition to the border provocations committed.by Btigaria and Rumania
on 30 April and 1 May (OCI Daily Digest 4 MeY 51), the Yugoslays charge
that Albanian and Hungarian border guard's also perpetrated border vio-
lations between 29 April and 1 Ehy4 Inrote of the two incidents on the
Albanian border a Yugoslav frontier guard was slightly injured. Belgrade
radio calls attention to the coincidence that all these provocations
occurred over the May Day weekend and concludes that the incidents were
major or minor maCcerding to the roles assigned by the baton of the
Moscow conduotor to the reerectito Cominform proconsu1e2 (R FBIS, 9 May 51).-
COMMENTs Yogoslev.probaganda is increasingly stressing the theme that the
hostile acts of its neighbors are part of a master plan directed and eon..
trolled by the Kremlin,
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Yu osla* Estimate of Satellite Milit Pee arations 25X1X

25X1X ere s no ra ar ary,
a or arime and no contrite military headquarters for the Balkan

25X1X Satellites has yet beee establiehed. Buegirian 25X1X
units at the Yugoslav border are not.under strength. Bulgarian regiments
there are now carried at 1000 and will nearly double'with the calling up
of reserves for simmer training. COMMENTs 25X1

In addition to tbe radar operated by Soviet air unite in Hangary and :
25X1X Rumania, which may have meant to exclude, there is reliable evidence

that the Bulger ans at least have a few radar sets. It has not been cone
firmed, however, that aey southern Satellite early-warning rpdar i&yet
operational. Thnre bave been namerous reports that a central Soviet-Satellite military headquarters had been or soon would be establisbed,but
MOM of these reports has been confirmed. US Military Attaohe in Turkey
previouely estimated that of the five Bulgarian divisions dispersed eel*
the Yugoslav border, all but one were hmolser strength with some regiments
totaling only 500 men,

"Be CURRENT COMMUNISM. WFDY s Reported to Or anise for Penetration of Westere
Armiee Guy de Boyesen former president of the World Federation of Demo-

DRis cratie Youte. MY) has toId an informant of that the
2eX6 executive conmittee of the WFDY (now locate to be enlarged

and that Genera/ Farkas will join the committee to organize the WFDY for
penetration and for condutting anti-militarist agitation within Western
Armies. Boyeeen alee cemented on the WFDY World Youth Peace Festival"
scheduled for August in Berlin. He said the festival will have character
of a militaet political demonstration against presence of Western powers
in Berlin, and that the political situation then prevaeling and the needs
of Soviet diplemaeywill determine the extent of parading in Western
sectors of the city, Howeeer he thought "irresistible waves of young
peace fighters Will flood all seetore of Berlin." (S SD Faris 6824, g Nay 51),
221 MENT8 General Farkas is Hungary's Minister of Defenee and Deputy SecretarY
General of tha liangarice Workers (Communist) Party. Before the war, be
assisted in organizing Communist youth groups throughout Europe. Be his
represented Bengary at Cominform eeetings. If the report of Farkas, appoint-.
ment is correct, tt indieates that the WFDY will, in tbe future, play a
mere important role in Communist agitation aetivities. However, the WFDYlsplans for infiltrating Westeen armies are not new, since Communist leaders
a year ago advised their followers to join Western armies in order to workfrom withie. Boyeson,s eemments on tbe Berlin festival are expressive of
the WFDY's known hopes and aepirations but do net contribute any knowledge
concerning their real intentions or capabilities,
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SECTION 2 (EASTERN)

1URKEY: Hnngary Sells Wheat to Turkey in Exchange for'Cooper. The US
Eabassy States that-the Turkish Minieter.OfiCommercflas.confirmed the
purehase by Turkey of 6a000 metric tons of *heat framlanngary against
650 tons of copper. The Foreign Office and Ministry of Caamerce con
sider the present transaction justified by their urgent need for wheat.
The present Twkish policy on copper shipments to satellites is to
limit exports to shipments of previous years, and to insure that im
ports of copper manufactures from recipient satellites contain a
quantity of copper equivalent to Turld.sh exports. Thp Turks feel
that for obvious political reasons and under present circumstances,
they cannot suddenly and completely stop such exports. ( S Ankara

717, 9 May 51), COMMENT: The Turks have regulsrly exported a
certain amount of copper to Hungary, and the Eabasey comments that the
negotiations for this last transaction were comPieted prior to noti
fication to the Edbasgy that copper had been added to International
List I (the embargo list).

"B" SYRIA:-1SRAEL Arab ReadtiOn to the Border Situation. According to
linister Cannon in Damascus, the SyrianiParliament and press have

reacted in two major ways to Prime Minister elAmmls policy statemeht
kegarding.the SyrianIsraeli border situatión. (See OCI Daily Digest,
9 May 51). In the first place, the Deputies and editors have almost .

unanimously demanded armed retaliation to any future Israeli attacks
in the demilitarized area along the border, and, in the second place,
there has been a strong upsurge of anti4ftstern (particularly anti7
American) feeling in Syria. Cannon believes that this reaction is not .

mere Arab emotionalism but has emerged as a result of a train of
incidents in the last three months, during which period the government
and press have been relatively restrained. Meanwhile,. US Ambassador
Caffery in Cairo has been informed by Egyptian Foreign Minieter
Salaheddin that Stria has appealed to Egypt for aid and that Egypt is
on the spot Sof must do Something. SaIsheddin:stated that since the
UN is not taken seriously in his part of the world, he was requesting
Caffery to submit an urgent appeal to the US to take some positive .

action. ,(C Damascus 615, 10 May 51; S Cairo 1146, 9 May 51).
COMMENT: The serious concern felt by the Arab States generally over
trirrrent SyrianIsraeli 'frontier dispute is further emphasized by
the fact that a special meeting of the Arab League Political.Cammittee
has been scheduled to meet in Damascus on 14 May to discuse.the border
situation. Other reports, in addition to.those from Syria, also
indicate the danger that the increasing hostility felt by the Arab
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countries toward Israel as a result of recent events in the area
mgy increasingly be directed tommithe US and UK and that this
eventuality might'atrengthen the neutrality feeling that is preva
lent in a considerable portion of the Arab world.

PHILIPPINES. Ton-ranking,Communiste Sentenced. Six top-ranking
Communists and Huks were sentenced to die and nine others were
given life prison terms following conviction on a charge of plotting
rebellion. Eleven others received sentences up to 17 years while
three were acquitted. The judge, who is to leave soon for a "rest
cruise" abroad, set a precedent when he declared the Communist
Party illegal. (R AFP Press Ticker, 11 May 51). COMMENT: This
concludes at least the first step (presumably an appeal will be
made) of the celebrated case of the Communists apprehended in raids
last October. Among those given life terms or death sentences were
several former ranking leaders of the Philippine Communist move-
ment. It has been reported that the judge was ordered by "higher-
ups" to make "examples" of the defendents. The legal status of
the Communist Party in the Philippines has been confused. A
,Supreme Court order'in 1932 declaring it illegal was never followed
by administrative action.

"B" INDOCHINA. acisamil'hjapsnOtiCoca. French military
spokemen have announced the completion between 5 and 9 May of a
second clearing operation southwest of Haiphoni in the Tonkin delta.
Rebel casualties were reported to be 47 killed and 1,500 prisoners.
targe quantities of weapons and suppliás were destroyed or captured.
French casualty figures are none killed, eight wounded. The native
population is returning to villages which have been forcibly evacu-
ated by the Communist-led forces. (U Hanoi 648, 3.0 May 19511.
COMMENT: This operation complements the somewhat more abbitious
operation which wasundertaken on 18 April in the area immediately
to the east, Such clearing operations offer the opportunity for
the establishment of a non-Communist native administration in very
densely populated areas. The establishment of such an administration
would at the very least alleviate threats to the French military
line of communications and could, under ideal circumstancest.greatly
reduce the reservdir of manpower available to Ho Chi Minh.

"B" Bao Dai Answers Questions on Situation in Vietnam. In reply
to questions by AP Correspondent Seymour Topping, Bao Dai stated
that (1) the increasing constrast between the national-welfare
program of his awn government and the Communist-imperialist program
of the rebel government is highly favorable to his own cause; and
(2) the agreements between his government and France represent a
?big step toward total independence," and the status grented to
Vietnam by France did not warrant "much justified criticism". On
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the subject of progress in the formation of the Vietnamese National
Army, Bao Dai referred the questioner to Premier Tran Van Huu, who
also holds the post of Defense Minister. Bao Dai appealed for an
expansion of US technical and economic aid to Vietnam. He believes
that the chief deterrents to a Chinese Communist invasion are the
"international repercussions" which would ensue and the risks which
the Chinese would run of incurring the "undying opposition of the
Vietnamese people," rather than any measures which might be taken
to "forestall" Chinese Communist intervention. (U Saigon 1964,
10 May 51). COMMENT: Bao Dails replies attest to his increasing
political acumen. While not directly criticizing the French, he
has managed to couch his replies 'in terms which will appeal to
Vietnamese nationalists. The implications of his remarks are that
he is not satisfied with the present level of independence granted
to Vietnam, and.that blame for delay in the creation of a National
Army falls at least partly on Premier-Defense Minister Huu. He
indicates that Vietnam looks to the US rather than to France for
support. This was stated directly in the case of economic aid.
In the case of military support, it is implicit in his statement
that the deterrents to a Chinese Communist invasion are "inter-
national repercussions" (i.e. US-UN opposition) and the opposition
of the Vietnamese themselves rather than efforts to "forestall"
invasion, an apparent reference to General De Lattre's Maginot-
like defenses in Tonkin.

"Bp CHINA. aivisGovernor Tenders Resignation. K.C. WU, former mayor
of Shanghai nnd currently governor of Taiwan, has reportedly submitted
his resignation to CHIANG Kai-shek for the third time. WU's action
is said to be based on continuing friction with Premier CHIEN ChIeng
over policies concerning the administration on Taiwan. Rumored
replacements for WU, who allegedly will replace Wellington KOO as
ambassador.to the US, include WENG Wen-hao, former premier of

'Nationalist China who is e 'acted to return to Taiwan shOrtly.
25X1A 'es COMMENT: Rumors of high-level

replacements in Nationalist circles have become frequent but
remain wholly unconfirmed, WU, in his attempts at reforming_the
Taiwanese provincial administration has reportedly come-I:lite con-
flict with the more conservative CHIEN on several occasions.. In
early 1950 WU apparently was backed by CHIANG against CHIEN, but
recent signs suggest a possible reversal of the Generalissimo's
attitude. A recent report also has stated that CHIEN was consider-
ing stepping down from the.premiership, but only in favor of HU
Shih. While there is no reliable information regarding the where-
abouts and intentions of WENG Wen-hao, there are some indications
of his possible alignment with the Chinese ComMunists.
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"C" KOREA. Soviet Pilots and Jet Aircraft Reported in North Korea. Two
25X1C reports of early March allege the presence at

Hoeryong airfield (northwest or Chongjin) of a large number of
Soviet planes (possibly jets) hidden in underground hangars. Soviet
pilots and military personnel reportedly have been observed to be
billeted in homes and barracks surrounding the airfield

s Although these repor s remain unconfirmed, the stationing
of a Soviet air unit,at Hoeryong is a definite possibility in view
of the proximity of Hoeryong to both the Sino-Korean and Korean-Soviet
borders. Hoeryong airfield itself has adequate facilities to accomo-
date jet aircraft and underground fuel storage installations are
known to exist. A 7 May UN air reconnaisance of the field indicates
it is probably operational, but no planes were observed.

"B" Communist Forces Shift to East for Next Attack; The US Far
Eastern Commend, in an estimate of enemy capabilities, notes that
recent agent, civilian, and prisoner reports support the suspected
movement of major Chinese Communist elements from the western sector
to the Kumwho-Hwachon area of the central front. Elements of the
.Chinese Communist 3rd and 19th Army Groups are involved in this

.

move. Apparently Chinese Communist 4th Field Army units, currently
occupying the central sector, are moving further east. FECOM believes
thatbecause the recent enemy effort to secure the Seoul-Inchon
cOmplex failed, it would not be illogical for the enemy to shift
phis efforts to the cents' sector where he has experienced previous
successes. (S DA.CINCFE Telecon '4701, 11 May 51).

"C" gnat Communist Offensive Tactics Described' .25X1C
25.X1C y the following.decisions were reached at

a high conference in Peiping on 21 Aprils (1) to launch the spring
Offensive in Korea earlier then planned; (2) to divide the campaign
into three phases, the capture of Seoul, securing of a line between
Andong and Taelon. and an all-out attack on Pusan, and (3) to use

25X1A carry out this plen. COMMENT:
Whale

their air and naval stren th if the ound forces were unable to

4A6count or the "high-level Peiping meeting" contains
25X1C information which is highly suspect, this report is interesting

speculation on the Communist tactical plans for the currently-
quiescent offensive. There is evidence that the Communist offensive
was planned to include a series of attacks, the first of which
probably had the capture of Seoul as its objective. The Continued

. lack of any major enemy air activity.however, is still unexplained.

nen
Preliminary Conversations Consluded on UN Korean Reconatructioq.

Agencvls Role. In recent conversations between military officials
and Sir Arthur Rucker, present United Nations Korean Reconstruction
Agency (UNKRA) representative in Korea, it was agreed that a

25X1A
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preliminary step to UBKRAls functioning in Korea would be a review
of the present Roic import program to determine projects by which
OKRA could most usefully supplement the military program. The
conversations also brought out the fact that capital investment
and reconstruction projects will not be undertaken until the
cessation of hostilities. (8 Pusan 935, 9 May 51). .COMMENT: While
such a program review will give concerned parties a better idea of
the economic problems they face in Korea, the lack of transportation
facilities (port space, storage space, and means'of internal distri-
bution) will continue to be a major deterrent to a degree of civilian
recovery.
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SECTION 3 (MESTERN)

ZERMANY, Attempt To Be Made for Increased COOrdination of Intel-
ITER37 and Propaganda Activities. an 25X1C
attempt will be made to co-ordinate the activities of the various
west German information gathering services. Theodor Blank, the
head of Chancellor Adenduer's security planninuoffice, mill
reportedly hold a meeting in midAlay with officials of the Office
fot the Protection of the Constitution (the main intelligence

-

organization), and various other Government officials concerned,
at which it is planned to establish a permanent central office for
collecting,evaluating and distributing all types of information,
both coVert and overt, with a coordination office in Berlin. ln
the propaganda field, Otto Lenz, Chancellery official, has reportedly
accepted an appointment, soon to be announced, as Chief of a
propaganda office for the Federal Republic. .1.1.11= 25X1
COMMENT: The Office for the Protection of t ons u on-was .

established by the Federal Government under Allied guidance, for .

the purpose of coordinating intelligence activities. The possible
relationship between it and Blank's new permanent centr
is as yet unclear. 25X1C

various influential iftelligence-collecting groups in west Germany
have resented the intelligence-gathering activities of Blank's

consimight meet with Aezlle
office, which is actually an embryonic Defense MinistrY. 25X1A

Thus Blank
res s ance in trying to establish a central intelligenee-collecting
office, particularly if he were to.try to assume control of such
an office.

FRANCE, Fellow-Traveler Neutralist Discnsses Soviet Aims. Gilles
ENRialt, fellow-traveler neutralist editor of the weekly paper
Observateur, has revealed to Embassy Paris officials attitudes
which they consider "representative of a considerable segment" of.
the French neutralist movement. He; Pierre Cot, and other leaders
of the Marxist wing of the neutralist movement are discouraged over
its prospects; especially after the forthcoming French electiens.
These leaders, claiming that the USSR:is "prepared and desirous"
of giving secutity gnarantees to the UK, Frande, and Italy in order
to draw them out of NATO, are "gloomily" discussing even the pos-
sibility of a US-USSR deal like the 1939 Nazi-ftviet pact, whieh
would "sell out" the Western European Communists. The lest European
Comaninists, he feels; are "subdued" by the'eVidence iii Korea of
Soviet "reserve"; and Soviet control in Eastern Europe is "shaky".-
(C Feria 6795, 8 May 51), COMMENT: Martinet's Clear identification
of his own future with that727117erlestern.European Communists
aside from the unusualness of this direct approach Of a known
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fellowLtraveler to Embasey Paris officials --creates the streng
presumption that this report may be a plant which the source did
not intend to disguise. There have been recent reports, some
obvious Soviet plants and others-definitely originating with
Soviet representatives, which appear to encourage bilateral
negotiations. According to a recent fairly reliable report, however,
the staff of Observateur is deviationist,with financial support
from the Yugoslav Embassy in Paris, and hence it is possible that
the editor, despite his known past association with Cot, is veering-
away from PCF control and.is sincere in his approach to US officials.

ITALY. Factors Helping to Weaken Communist Peace Offensive. In
TTSIF campaign to encourage military defeatism and neutralism,
the Italian Communists (PCI) have decided to allow the peace partisans
during the forthcoming local elections to favor non -Camnunist candi-
dates if the latter "denounce warmongers" and favor "peaae". (See
OCI Darly Digest, 3 May 51.) lhe drive for eignatures for the
Berlin appeal is gaining momentum by injection into the electoral
Campaign largely through these peace partieans.; US Embassy Rome
believes, however, that the PCI will not succeed in concealing its
connection with the peace partisan movement and that the Berlin
appeal will not have much attraction for the average voter. (See
OCI Daily Digest, 7 May 51.) Although identification of the-PCI
and the philo-Communist Nenni Socialists (PSI) with "peace" and
neutralism is having some effect among broad strata of the population,
the Government is increasingly aware of the need of identifying
rearmament with efforts to maintain peace. Most competent observers
consider the legend that "Communism means peace" is being gradually
destroyed. The workers' movement under Magnani and Cucchi is
contributing to this end., and further assistance should be forth-
&ming from the recent merger of the deMocratic'Socialist parties.
(See OCI Daily Digest,, 2 May 51.) (C Rome 502919 MaY 51). =MEW:
This is the first officialeconfirmation of_previous indications

.

that the Magnani-Cucchi Movement is important as an anti-Communist
force.

"A" SWITZERLAND. Swiss Seek Middle Course on Export Controls Undek
Riging Pressure Fram East and Meat. -In response to the latest IUS
request for.information on the steps being taken by the Sriiss to
restrict their export of selected strategic goods to the Soviet
orbit, Zehnder, Under Secretary of State, has infermed the US
Minister that the Czechs have been authorized by the KreMlin to
promise vital raw materials in exchange for machinery, such
negotiations to take place in Moscow. Zehnder pointed out that
'although they had turned down this offer and the Government has
recently been given power to control exports and imports, the Swiss
'could not export exclusively to the West on the basis that this was
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dictated by economic compulsions. Zehnder suggested that because
a machine tools and ball bearings embargo would ruin these industries,
there be a minimum export of these goods to the East, balanced
perhaps by increases to the West, He also stated, however, that
in principle under the new powers there was now no juridical obstacle
to embargoing other categories of.goods less important to the Swiss
economy, (C Bern 15159,10 May 51; R Jff 16, l Mey 51; S State'Despatch
2436 Paris, 20 Mar-51), COMMENT: The Swiss have probably brought
the Offer of raw materials from the East to the attention of the US
in order to place themselves in a better bargaining position in
reconciling the demands of the two groups. It appears probable that
they will meet US demands only in part and that.they will do'so only
Ss a quid pro quo for raw materials, and possibly military supplies,
from the lest.

"B" UNITED KINGDOM, Govornment Opposes.Transfer of Formosato CanManist
China Now.; Foreign Secretary Morrison stated in the House of Commons

that the UK does not seek the tranSfer of Formosa to'Com-
munist Chinawhile Peiping's forces are.engaged in'aggression in
Korea. He asserted that the Formosan problem can usefully be
considered by the UN at sone time after the cessation of operations
in Korea, and that the wishes of the ihhabitants of Formosa should
be taken into account, Merrison reassured Commons that the issue
would not delay conclusion of the Japanese peace treaty.- (U AP
ticker 11 Mey 51.), COMMENT: By this statement the UK Government
has made a considerable shift of emphasis-on the Formosan question.
Mhile not specifically excluding discussion of the island's status
with the Chinese Communists as part of a Korean settlement, the
statement goes far toward meeting the US view that Formosa shall
not be a bargaining item. Mention of the UN's role and of the desires
of ihe Formosans themselves leaves the way open for the UK to abandon
its previous position that the 1943 Cairo declaration and the UK's /

subsequent;recognition of the Chinese Communists finally committed
the UK to support Peiping's claim to Formosa.

"B" SCANDINAVIA, Press Features Icelandic-US Defense Agreement* The
arrival of American,troops in Iceland radeived front page coverage
in the Scandinavian press, which uniforodly stated,that the.develop-
ment indicated the present state of internationallension. Danish
and Norwegian newspapers, however, emphasized thatthe agreement
strengthened the NATO defense establishment; while inSweden the
semi-official Government paper took the neutralist view that:the

'

development was ."highIy dangerous to world peace" and an aceeptuation
of "Great Power differences", In addition, a number of SWedish
papers and at least one Norwegian paper voiced the foreboding that
the hew situation in Iceland may induce greater Soviet interest in
Scandinavia and Finladd, particularly the Spitsbergen Archipelago
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and other Norwegian insular possessions off the North Norway coast.
(R Stockholm 1313, 8 May 51; R Stockholm 1318, 8 Mgy 51; R Stockheam
1320, 9 May 51; P Copenhagen 954, 9 May 51; P 0610 1096, 8 May 51;
P Oslo 1102, 9 MAY 51). COMMENT: These reactions generally reflect
the basic foreign policierii=ch Country:,

"B" DENMARK. Foreign Office Demurs at US Pressure fer Lengthening
Conscription Peridd, The Director-General of-the Danish Foreign
Office has informed the'US Embassy that the US request that'Denmark
increase the conscription period fram 12 to 18 mouths will render
difficult an early passage of the Government's new defense
which has been under discussion between the politicalParties since
last autumn, The Embassy expresses the view that presentation of
this desirable request should be so timed as not to impede or
jeopardize parliamentary approval of the vitally ithportant Defense
Bill and the newly signed treaty for joint US-Danish defense of
Greenland. (S Copenhagen 956, 9 May 51). .CONMENT: The Defense
Bill involves organizational laws to implement the basic law of
1950, unifying the three services, and is expected to define manpower
and mat6riel goals.for the defense establishment. Although prO-NATO
parties control the Parliament, large defense appropriations and
increased militarY service always arouse lengthy discussion and
considerable opposition, since the Danes fear the repercussions of
rearmament upon the nation's already strained economy.

"C" ARGENTINA, Rumors of an Armed Services Conspiracy. againat.the
Per6ns. US Embassy reports "insistInt and continued rwnors of armed
737ires conspiracy against the Perons which was recently uncovered.
Various Army and Navy officers believed under arrest, Rumors flying
'fast, Fadts Scarce." (C Buenos Aires 990, 10 May 51). COMMENT:
An army conspiracy against the Pertms at this time would. Te7angistent
with'other circumstances indicative of increasing political instability.
Signs of continuing labor unrest--no* serious among railroad Werkers--
and evidence that non-Peronista groups are gaining in public.favor
and influence among labor mgy have caused some members of the Army-r
already aroused over Pextn's reperted firm decision to allowArs. Perk
to run for Vice4iresident,to conspire against the Perdlis. (See OCI
Daily Digest, 10 Mar and 2 Mgy 51)0- FUrther, the recent reported -

arrest of Mrs, Sosa Molina, vile of Minister of Defense General Sosa
Molinawho is the spokesman of an army group which has opposed
Mrs. Pertn's activities for'several years, may have provoked a
conspiracy.by army elements.

."C" BOLIVIA, Political Unrest Continues. tie Governthent candidate
5,79117khas been persuaded not to step out of the political scene--.
an act he had decided upon in face of his poor showing in the 6 May
elections. The army aad other administration sources have been
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laying emphasis on the Government's majority in Congress which
must now select the President from among the three whO gained the
most votes, The army position is that when Congress selects
Go(lvez in August, the followers of Paz Esteessoro (MNRistaS)
will "kick over the traces"; the army can then step in tO form a
junta, and keep the MNR out, (See CCI Daily Digest, 21 Apr 51.)
An'argy source said that while good reasons exist for the army to
take steps nom, the public "might not understand". Latest reports,
however, indicate that the army is being "cagey" in order to keep
plans concealed and may attempt "to take over tomorrow night",
(C La Pai 525, 10 May 51), COMMEN: Paz Estenssoro, candidate of
the Movimiento Nacionalista rtgWEIBIonario, has received acomfortable
plurality of votes, but not the necessary majority.. Constitutionally
it is now up to Congress to select the president from among the three
who received the most votes. Since the Government party and allied
groups have the majority in Congress, they could be expected to llama
Gosliirez president. However, now or in tha near future the army
may well take over the Government and establish a junta in order
to be in a better position to counter any revolutionary activity
of the MNR --who might decade not to wait until Congress acts in
August,

"C" PANAMA. Arosemena replaces Arias. On 10 May the National AsseMbly
retrFonstituted themselves into a high court, impeached President
Arias for abuse Of his constitutional powers and gave the bath of
office to First Vice-President Alcibiades Arosemena. .(U Panama 514,
10 May 51), COMMENT: Alcibiades Arosemena is a colorlessivenel
politician from a prominent Panamanian family. Strongly pro-Arise:0
for the past ten years, it *unlikely that he is on good terms
with Police Chief Re/On, If RemOn can find some legal way to replace
Arosemena, he may do so. On the other hand, if Arosemena proves
tractable, RemOnls desire to avoid public criticisth may lead-him
to support Arosemena until the scheduled presidentialselections
are held in 19520
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SECTION 2 (EASTERN)

PB" IRAN. Possible Use of US Companies to Ekploit Iranian Oil. The US
Embassy in London concurs with the. Department of State that the use of
a US Company to exploit Iranian oil might have unfortunate repercussions.
The EMbassy fears that such a development would lend substance to the
Soviet line that the US is attempting to "gain mastery" over Iran, and
that US oil companies are seeking to supplant UK interests in Iran. Any
move which might suggest that the DS or US industry was enriching itself
at the expense of a weakened partner would result in widespread resentment
and disillusionment in the UK, and inevitably undermine effectiveness of
US-UK partnership. (Sp S/8 London 5850, 9 May 51). COMMENT: The State
Department understands "on reliable authority" that the Iranian Embassy
in Washington has received two or three offers from US oil companies.
While there is no evidence that Iran is seriously contemplating using
the US firms, their offers may influence the thinking of,some Iranian
leaders and may further complicate Iran's relations with the Anglo-
Iranian Oil Company. Prime Ndnister. Mossadeq has acknowledged that for-
eign experts are n3cessary for the time being to help Iran exploit its
oil, and is probably considering the pOssibility of employing experts
from various foreign countries.
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